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Abstract
~-

---

iVe demonstrate the eristence of locally stable undesirable
equilibria for adaptive blind equalizers of the Godard type;
they correspond to local, but not global, minima of the underlying meon cost junction. Simulation results confirm predicted behavior. CVe present n criterion for making the decision nt the equalizer as to whether the glo6nl or n non-globnl
minimum has been reached. i.Ve show that the global minimum of the rnenn cost necessnrily implies corrzct erpaliznlion.

$1. Introduction
In data communieatio~tsystems that

atc widely used today,
adaptiw equalizers ate currently the primary devices used by
the receiver to combat intersymbol interference (1.51) introduced by the bandlimited channels. Successful blind equalieers do not require a training- sequence
known to the receiver
.
for dcquate i~litializationas conventiond d a p t i v e equalizers
do. Thas hlind aq~til.lisat,ionhas v a v important applications
in data transmission s,vstems, particularly in the systems
where sendinc- a training- sequence
is unrealistic or costly.
.
Among a number of blind cqualizcr schc~nesthat have been
intraduccd [1,2,3], aspccial class of bliad cqualircrs proposed
by Godmd [3) is now widely accepted and has been proposed
lor man" a~olicatious. includine the eonalization of &AM
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R g u r 1 DIwm of channel b h d aqud!zaflon system.

Thc Godard fanlily 01blind cqnalizers, indexed by ,z paI.amctcr p, ge;cl~craiVzcsLlie pioneering structure prescnlcd by
Sato [2] (which is recovered as the special case when p = I).
The first indication that the blind Sato scheme can lead to
under adaptation
problems of fdse parameter convergence
.
and consequently to poor performance of the equalizer was
given by b1.az.o [ii].There he sborved, in the somewhat special
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case of a noiseless channel having- no ISI, that a Sato eaualizer can lead t o convergence t o undesirable equilibria (not
achieving channel inverse) in the adaptation process. Macchi and Eweda [5] took these results further and showed a
general mechanism whereby a Sato equalizer. may have undesirable equilibria when IS1 is present. However these r e
sults are generally non-constructive and it is not clear when
a given channel will exhibit such undesirable equilibria, if
a t all. A more significant contribution of [5] was to show
that the Sato scheme has almost sure convergence t o the
ideal parameter setting once the eye pattern [6] has opened.
(See Kumar [7]for a similar result.) However, Sato scheme's
alobal convereence t o one of the desirable equilibria (from
i n initially closed eye) has apparontly only been establisl~ed
for a non-practical situation of specific continuous "symbol"
distributions-the heuristic being that an alphabet of M-ary
symbols may be approximated by a uniform distribution [11.
..
Nonetheless- this result found i n [l] (which is one of many
inlll) is remarkable given the difficulty of the general problcmbl cstablishiug G o b d convergence to a &red eqklibrium. In contrast, our work is directed towards showing that
generally one never has this ideal global convergence p r o p
erty when the symbol distribution is discretely uniform as in
all QAM sigaak.
More recently Treichler and Larimore [8,9] focused on the
second important special case of the Godard family, where
p = 2, and labeled it the constant modulus algorithm or
CMA. (This special case is also briefly mentioned in 151.)
Stimulated by [8,9],Johnson, Dasgupta, and Sethares (101
proved the local convergence properties of real CMA in a
neighborhood of a desired equilibrium using averaging methods [Ill. This work relates closely to open-eye convergence
results found in 151 but uses a completely different analysis
technique.
In this paper, after some background results in $2, we
show in $3 that in principle it is passible to test for the illconvergence of any-of the ~ a d a r dschemes without explicit
knowledge o i the input sequence, which would appear e c
sential to be able to do in practice. In 54 we establish the
possibility of ill-convergence by deriv~nga set of undesired
equilibria for the entirefamily of real ~ o d a r dequalizers and
their stability condition based on the assumption of J. constant modu1;s $AM input and a special AR channel from
which the IS1 is present and for which the equalizer is not
overparametrieed: In particular, we prove thelocal stability
of this set of equilibria of the important CMA scheme. Our

rcsults subsequently are generalized in $5 to thc family of
complex Godard equalizers. Our techniques stress constructive procedures providing a clearer picture of why these blind
schemes fail, thus complementing earlier, essentially nonconstructive results for the p = 1 Sato specla1 case. At this
juncture, we would like to mention a fundamental contnbution by Verdi 1121 which contains a non-constructive theory
which essentially states the fundamental result that any blind
scheme that relies on a memoryless processing of the equalizer
output (as do the Godard schemes) will be found to exhibit
ill-convergence under binary transmission and overDaramelcrization~Attempts to con;tructively verify, at least for the
special CMA under QAM sianal,
- &hetheory- in 1121
. .motivated
much of our work here.
92. P r o b l e m Formulation
$2.1 Godard Epualizers
Figure 1shows the diagram of a data communication system
where a Godard equalizer is used. A sequence of i.i.d., digital signals {a* € 6') is sent by the transmitter through a
channel exhibiting linear distortion thus generating the output sequence {zk € q. The objective of the equalizer is
to allow the recovery of the original sequence {at} by the
decision device from the received sequence {zk]. It does so
by forming an estimate of the channel inverse (with possible
tixed delay) so as to remove the channel distortion. For a
channel of AR(n) structure, with parameter vector given by
E&[Eo 81 ... E,r,i.e.,

"

~-'(.-')z*

= CeizL-i
= a*,

(2.1)

1-0

:ne c a n y e a MA(n) equalizer, which has its parameter vector
E(k) 4 [Oo(h) &(k) . . . B^,(k)I1, to generate an output 21
(Figure 1) according to

where p is the adaptation gain,

8
7

denotes a complex

vcctor dillcrentiation operation (i.e, gradient) with respect
to E(k), and X; represents the complex conjugate.
For most of this paper, we shall restrict our attention to
the class of QAM input sequences with symbol alphabets having unit constant modulus JakJ= 1 for which the dispersion
constant is Rp = 1.
58.2 Global Minima o f the Menn Cost
The Godard algorithm (2.4) may be interpreted as a stochastic gradient descent procedure for updating the equalizer coefficients 6(!e). As is standard, the mean cost function from
which the gradient is_computed, as a function of the parameter estimate vector B(k), is defined by

where the expectation is to be taken over all {zk) sequences
(generated by all the {ar] sequences). The mean cost .YP(0(k)):
$early achieves the minimum value of zero when the vector
B(k) converges such that equalizer output zr = eJhI-,, for
some constant 11 and integer rn (by restricting attention to
real signals then li, E {O,X]), i.e., when the IS1 is eliminated.
What we shall areue now is that under a eenerallv satisfied condition the converse holds, i.e., if the global minimum
,7= = 0 is achieved, then necessarily the IS1 is eliminated.
L e m m a 1. Suppose that h {ho, h ~ hz,
, . . .I E 11 is defined with hi E C, andsuppose a 4 (00, ox, a*, )with oi E
CnA where A 4 {a, p, 7, . .] i6 the alphabet of distinct
symbols, none of which is zero. Define y(a)
Czohiai. If
for some fixed constant p € Rl there holds

-

-

...

.

then this implies
to remove the IS1 (intersymbol interference) caused by the
distortive channel.
The Godard class of algorithms is defined by selecting a
cost function as follows

where the dispersion constant Rp is defined depending on
the input signal {ak] by R, = ElorlZP/Ela*I~.Recall that
p = 1 corresponds t o Sato [2], and p = 2 to CMA [8,9].
The channel output can be written as zk = x;B^((L) by taking
XI i? It* zk-1 . .. +I-,]' as the regressor vector. Then from
(2.3), a gradient-descentbased adaptwe algor~thmtakes the
form

y = h,a,,

Va

(2.7)

for some fixed integer m E Z+independent of a , i.e., all but
one of the hi are zero. In addition, the distinct symbols in
alphabet A must have equal modulus, i.e., Jal= [PI = 171 =
. .., and also the magnitude of the complex scalar h, must
satisfy Ih,l = pllal.
(Pmof: c.f. (141)
Remarks:
(i) The converse, i.e. (2.7) =+ (2.6), trivially holds.
(ii) This lemma requires no statistical model of the elements
of the sequence a.
We shall now explain the relevance of this lemma to the
justification of the choice of J,(zr). If we express the combined channel-equalizer impulse response bs

where {ho, hr, hz, ...I E 11 assuming BIBO, then the squab
izer output may be written as

Thua according Lo Lomma 1,if a*-. E A V i wltcre A is an
alphabet with unlt constant modulus, then

for some integer m and ihml = 1. If we denote h,
then we can obtain the following equation,

=

= lzkl = 1, Qk.

Let z' denote the complex conjugate, and zH denote the complex conjugate transpose of vector r E .
'
C As noted in the
previous section, the complex Gpdard Algorithm reaches its
average equilibrium if for some @ E C",

ej*,

Therefore the equalizer is the channel inverse times a complex
constant of unit magnitude with a possible delay if the input
sequence {ax] and the equalizer output ( z * } have the same
constant modulus property, where
lab1

$3. Tosting for Undosirod Couvorgoncu

(2.12)

More explicitly, we may write

whenever the input has the constant modulus-property. Thus,
the global minimization of the mean cost JP(O(k)) to zero (requiring (r*l = 1 almost surely) is compatible with achieving
a solution g(k) that eliminates ISI.

where we have substituted X$ explicitly for zk. Thus from
the above equation, we get the followiug necessary condition
for avenge convergence, i.e.,

To explain the test distinguishing equilibria, we need the
two simple lemmas:
L e m m a 2. Let 2 be a real or complex random variable. If

for some p € {I, 2,
(i)
(i)

.. .), then either

I=(

= 1 almost surely, or

E{JZJ~P)

< 1.

(3.40)
(3.4b)

62.9 Local Minima of ihe Mean Cost
The consistency of the Godard scalar cost function Jp(.) reflected in (2.13) is our first result. Flowever note that any selection d a cost J(.) satisfying J(zi) = 0 if andonly if (=*I = 1
stands on an equal footing, sunnestins more work needs to be
done in studying the Godard algorithms. Specifically, we are
interested in locating all the locally stable equilibria of the
algorithm which may include ones not achieving (2.12) and

(pmof: c.f.[14])
n
From (3.1-2), we know that the Godard algorithm reaches
equilibrium only if

We study the incremental properties of (2.4) by examining the incremental update.-Following [5] and 191, there will
be an averaged equilibrium B when the update averages zero,

Invoking L e m m a 2 we conclude that either

&=a.

(Pmok c.f. (14))
Lemma 3. I£ E{(r('}

E(JzIm)

01

< 1, V 1 5 m 5 l.

(3.5)

= 1 almost surely,

(3.6)

E{IZII~P)=E(IZ~IP}<I

(3.7)

Irk1

R o m (2.14), it is evident that (i) 8 = 0, and (ii) B such
that (X;BI = 1, Qk are among the average equilibria for the
Godard Algorithm given in (2.4).
According to Lemma 1,the equilibria of (ii) are the desired equilibria and the undesirable 8^= 0 can be shown to be
an unstable equilibrium when p 2 2. If the equilibria of (ii)
are stable and if they represent all the existing stable equilibria, then from any initialization the Godard algorithm can
achieve the objective of producing constant modulus output
z* and hence eliminate the ISI.
Thus the most important questions facing us are: Without channel mismodeling and with constant modulus input
{a*}, are there any other equilibria besides the ones specified
by (i) and (ii)? Are they locally stable? We answer these
two questions in the remainder of this paper. But flrst, we
consider the question of haw measurements at the equalizer
could be used to distinguish the desirable equilibria irom undesirable equilibria.

< 1, then

Equation (3.6) is exactly the ideal objective of the blind a l g p
rithm (2.10), so that the associated equilibria are the desired
ones. On the other hand, if the algorithm has reached its equilibrium but (3.7) holds instead, then the resulting equilibria
is undesirable and by L e m m a 3, we have

l }1 or the
As a result, either the magnitude test ~ ( l z ~ <
power test E{lyl2) < 1 can be performed aftor a Godard
equalizer has converged. In fact, both tests are valid for any
index p € {I, 2, ...). They can serve as an indicator of
whether the undesirable equilibrium has been reached and
does not require explicit knowledge of the input sequence {or}
other than that it has unit constant modulus. Such a tool
seems to be very useful in practical situations.

54. Undcsirablo Eqailibrio f o r h a 1 C o d u r d
Equalizers u n d e r AR(n) C h a n n e l
In the preceding section, we have discussed the possible existence of some undesirable equilibria and dicussed a test
which can be utilized to distinguish convergence to one of
thesc equilibria irom desired convergcncc. In this section,
we sl~alldisplay explicitly some undesirable, potentially locally rlablc equilibria Tor a simple one-carrier system with
real channel and equalizer, and with zero-mean i.i.d. input
symbols such that latJ = 1 and E { a t ) = 0. It should also be
reminded that we assume no channel rnisrnodcling.
$4.1 Derivdion of Undtsimble Eouilibrie
Let's consider a particular real AR(n) channel and corre
spondingly, a .&fA(n)equalizer. To be more specific, let

-O.,.t-..

Consequently equation (4.6) becomes

,-.-,
Uue to the independenceof the random variables in (4.5), il
follows that

whicb reduces the n
nontrivial equations,

+ 1 equations in (4.8) into only two

and
Due to the sequential independence of
get from (4.4) the following equality,

where &(k) G E. Ideal equalization can be achieved if the
equa!izer parameter vector converges to O(k) = f[1 0 . .. 0 a]'
Let 8 = [Bo 8, . . . 0-1' be the equilibrium of the real Godard
algorithm such chat its mean parameter update is zero,
E([lX:81' - 41x;sl'-' sgn(x$)xk) = 0.
(4.3)
where sgn(zt) is actually used in the algorithm in place of
Iztilzt.
Notice that the channel output z k from (2.1) and (4.1)
can be written as

which means that for I; E Z, the follorving random variables

are independent of one another due to the sequential independence of {a&]. Since o t has zero mean, for a stnble clrannel
(In1 < I), we have E(zr) = 0.
As noted earlier in ($.I), an average equilibrium of the
Godard equalizer for this AR(n) channel must satisfy

ah

-

~B"I(]~.~PE{~~~-,~~P)-E{Iz~-~I~])
= 0, 8'" # 0. (4.12)
0,
Clearly, the set of nonzero solutions for this equation are

We therefore have arrived a t a pair of undesirable equilibria
for the real Godard algorithm

At either of the two undesired equilibria, we have

the last step of which results from Cauehy-Schwartz inequality. The equality holds if and only if l + i ( P = A, X E R. But
from L e m m a 1,if a f 0, z i resultine from auto-reeression
cllannel cannot have constant modulus. Thus we can conclude
from (4.15) that E(lztlZP) < 1, and according to Lemma 3,
the magnitude condition of 83 necessary for the convergence
of algorithm t o an undesirable equilibrium is thus verified.

u.8Stobilitv Condition

for which the equalizer output slgnd becomes z t

= X1(k)d =

we can

Therefore the two equations in (4.10) can be reduced down
to a single equation

-

To solve for all the solutions (equilibria) of this equation
based on (4.4) can be extremely difficult, even though we
know +[lo . . . 0 ']ro and 0 are three of the existing solutions.
Instead, we shall look specifically for equilibria of the form

and zr-.,

-

of the Undesimble Eouilibrio
In discussing the stability (attractiveness) of the average equilibria of the adaptive algorithm, we shall use the well known
fact that the equilibrium 8'is locally stable (attractive) if and

Consider the special Godard algorithm of p = 2, which is also
known as the constantmodulus algorithm (CMA) [8,9]. It
follows from the AR equation of (4.4) that

only if the Hessian matrix

(4.16)
is positive definite. Note that (4.16) is only true for p
2
by the property of continuity. Thus Sato algorithm (p = 1)
should be studied separately.
At any given equilibrium 8, we have for p 2,

>

E ~ Z ~=
('

1
-.1 -a='
and E ( z t I 4 = (1 -1a +
2 )502
( 1 - a4)'

(4.21)

Consequently we have for CMA ( p = 2),

>

-

~ ( 6=) E { & [ X ~ ( ~ Z ~ Il)lrr('-'
P
rgn(rt)])

as

= E [(2p

-

l)(y12'-2

-@-l)l~tlP-~]xtX;
(4.17)

Hence the stability condition (4.20) is satisfied and it can be
concluded from Lemma 4 that the undesirable equilibria

If 0 = 0 , then it is clear that the Hessian

pair of stable equilibria for CMA.
As a concrete example, let the channel have the simple
AR(1) form for which the output satisfies
are a

is nonpositive definite. Consequently, the undesiied equilihrium 0 = 0 is not locally stable, as claimed earlier.
At either one of the pair of undesirable equilibria given
by (4.15),

zt

+ a z k - ~= a t ,

at

= f1

(4.24)

&r.

(4.1i)
In analyzing the positive definiteness of this Hessian, we can
reach the following stability condition
Lemma 4: For the special AR(n) channel of (4.1) and the set
of undesirable equilibria given by (4.14), the Hessian matrix
of (4.19) is positive definite if and only if

(Pmof; c.f. 1141)
Therefore the pair of undesirable equilibria for the real
Godard equalizer is locally stable if and only if the condition
(4.20) holds.

and the equalizer parameter vect_or is simply 8^ = [&
The ideal equilibriafor CMA are 0 = -1[1 u]' and the pair of
undesir?ble equilibria that were shown to be locally attractive
are at 0 = *[O d E [ z r ( l / ~ ( z r ( ' ] 'Due
. to the the stochastic
gradient descent nature of CMA, a locally stable equilibrium
of its adaptive alg2tithm corAponds to a local minimum of
its mean cost &(0) = E{Jz(XLB)}. Thus if the mean cast
32 is plotted as a function of Fo and
we should observe
local minima at all these four equilibria.
In Figure 2a, the 3-D surface plot of .?2(;) as a function of
80 and 8^1 is displayed with a = 0.6 in (4.24). A corresponding
contour plot of fi is given in Figure Zb.

&,

6.4.3 Conseouences of nl-conuemeng
To assess the extent of the problem caused by the convergence
to either one of this pair of undesirable equilibria, it is only
reasonable to examine whether the original sequence { a t } can
be fully recovered from passing the equalizer output z t =
X;.Q through the decision device which produces output iit =
sgn(zt) in simple binary transmissions.
Since the convergence to the pair of undesirable equilibria (4.14) makes the equalizer merely a scalar plus n-sample
delay, no channel distortion (1.91) can be removed. Therefore if the channel is mildly dispersive such that (a1 r 0.5
(open-eyed), then the original sequence { o h } can be recovered
from the equalizer output { a t ] even if the Godard algorithm
has converged to an undesirable equilibrium 0 . I f , however,
lor( 2 0.5, then the original sequence cannot be recovered from
the equalizer output once the Godard algorithm converges to
the undesired equiirbria 0.

U.4 Local Minima for CMA

Figure 2a: 3-D s&ce

plot of the mean CMA cost.

These figures show two global minima of 3'2 = 0 at the ideal
equilibria 8 = *[I a]'. Furthermore, two additional local
minima also appear at the undesirable equilibria 0 in (4.14).
Thus our analytical results are verified in this simple example.
In addition, the results of computer simulation of this equal-

gation system are also presented through the phase plot @
Bo(k) versus Bl(t) superimposed on the contour plot of &(O)
shown in Figure 2b.
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Flgure Zb:Contour plot of the mean CMA cost and
the phase-plot afthe 4mukUnnresult.
Under different initial conditions, examplss of convergence to
all 4 minima are displayed. To show the convergence of the
algorithm more clearly, the correspondrng evolution of the
averaged cost

is displayed in Figure 2c.
The simulation results show that the pair of undesired
equilibria B have considerable areas of attraction. The possibility for CMA to converge to either one of these undesired
equilibriaexists and is definitely not negligible. Thus, in using
CMA as a blind equalization algorithm under QAM signal,
one should be aware of the possible failure of this equalizer.
$5. Existence of Undesirable Equilibria for t h e

Complex G o d a r d Algorithm
All the results in the previous section can be extended to the
special complex AR(n) channel and the complex G o d a d algorithm. Because of the phase ambiguity the Godard algorithm
has, a 1-manifold of undesired equilibria can be found and
its local stability condition (also satisfied by CMA) derived
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Figure 2c: Average cost of the simulation nsult.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, the global minimization of the Godard cost is
shown to be compatible with the objective of eliminating ISI.
The possibility of ill-convergence by the Godard algorithm to
a local minimum is discussed and a test to distinguish such
convergence from the desired one is derived. A set of undesirable locally stable equilibria for the Godard algorithm under
a particular class of AR(n) channels are displayed explicitly.
For a general AR(n) channel, it is clear that if undesirable
equilibria exist, they will depend continuousl~on the parameter values defining the channel, since they are solutions of
polynomid equation whose coefficients depend continuonsty
on the AR parameter. It follows that for AR(n) channel in
which the parameters are slightly perturbed from the special
class we have discussed, similar undesirable equilibria will also
eixst. The question whether or not some potentially unstb
ble undesirable equilibria exist for all stable AR(n)
. . channels.
however, remains unanswered.
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